SmallVoices presents:

TROUM
"Symballein" CD
Label: SMALLVOICES - Cat.nr.: SVR07024 - Barcode: 8032644740242

"Symballein" is the second TROUM releases on SmallVoices label after the well ...
"Autopoiesis" LP picture disc (SVV001) actually SOLD OUT.
This album is a collection of very rare material, from the very beginning of Troum (period:
1997 - 1999).
As Troum meaning the music is dreamy... The concept of the ‘Dream’ is the common thread
running through Troum; the name, the music and the philosophy. For not only is TROUM the
old German word for "DREAM" but, according to their website, ‘the dream, seen as a central
manifestation of the unconscious, symbolizes the aim of TROUM to lead the listener into a
hypnotizing dream-state of mind, a pre-verbal and primal consciousness sphere. TROUM uses
music as the direct path to the Unconscious, pointing to the archaic "essence" of the human’s
inner psyche. TROUM tries to create music that works like a direct transformation of
unconscious matter’.
In Symballein dreams are obscure and indecipherable..., in one word nightmares; the music is
archaic and droney, with multi-layered guitar drones..., oneiric ambient industrial nearly to
Maeror Tri best releases.
The disc in packaged in a elegant and luxurious embossed cardboard digi-sleeve.
Symballein: "perceivable & non-perceivable things fall into one"
Latest Releases:
PAUL BRADLEY & CRIA CUERVOS with ANDREW LILES - Moraines II CD
MAURIZIO BIANCHI & LAND USE - Tse-k LP OUT NOW!!!
LUIGI TURRA - Enso CD OUT NOW!!!
GOEM - Robbed CD
CLAUDIO ROCCHETTI - These are the Days LP ltd.330 c.
MAURIZIO BIANCHI & TH26 - Arkaeo Planum CD
URANIUM USSR 1972 (KIRLIAN CAMERA) - Avarie CD
Forthcoming Releases:
JUDAH - s/t CD (out on: 30th October 2007)

OUT NOW!!!
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